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Thank you so much for your continuous support for Sugi Bee Garden.
This customer feedback and product information is issued regularly, to enhance your customers and end users satisfaction, which 
shall lead to becoming a frequent user.  We hope this will be a help of you.



Sugi Bee Garden’s Honey Pickles

We are proud to say that each bottle is hand-pickled one by one.

Fruits and others grown with full blessings of nature are pickled in Sugi Bee Garden’s best honey.

When pickled in honey, extracts of the fruits seep out and give it a mellow flavor! 

At Sugi Bee Garden's own plum garden (in Kikuka Town, Kumamoto 

Prefecture), about 600 plum trees are grown on about 2.5 hectares 

of land, mainly Nanko and Oshuku plums.

Cross-pollination by honeybees produces large fruits every year.

Ginger which are carefully peeled one by one, are pickled in Sugi Bee 

Garden’s precious honey. From the selection of ingredients to 

pickling, everything is carefully handcrafted in our own factory.

Cross-pollination

by honeybees



Ginger Pickled in Honey

Product Lineup

Plum Pickled in Honey

Ginger which are carefully peeled one by one, are pickled in Sugi 

Bee Garden’s precious honey. From the selection of ingredients to 

pickling, everything is carefully handcrafted in our own factory.

Harvesting full-grown plums from our own plum orchard in 

Kumamoto Prefecture, which are pickled in honey carefully selected 

by Sugi Bee Garden in a bottle one by one. This is a gem. 

How to Use
Dilute at 1: 4-5 ratio with soda, water or hot water for a drink.
Pickled ginger and plums are also eatable.

Refreshing plum and honey popGinger pork stir-fry

Both Ginger Pickled in Honey and Plum Pickled in Honey are also available

in 280g for easy use. For more information, please visit our website.

NET: 850g

Scan QR-code 

to find more 

about 

Honey Pickles

NET: 850g



While it is well known that karin fruit is effective in relieving 

throat inflammation and relieving coughs, it is also said to be 

effective in preventing colds and boosting immune system.

(Contains 10g fresh royal jelly)

Dilute at 1:4-5 ratio with soda, water or hot water for a drink.Royal jelly is sensitive to heat, so please take it 4 to 5 times with

water instead of hot water. Ginseng can be chopped and mixed into

fried rice or other dishes.

How to Use

Six-year-old Root Ginseng Pickled in Honey NET: 1,480g

Ginseng, full of healthy ingredients, is slowly pickled in our best honey 

for a long period of time. Royal jelly, which contains many nutrients, is 

also included to support daily vitality.

Karin Fruit Pickled in Honey NET: 280g

How to Use

Product Lineup

Also available in 280g for easy use.

For more information, please visit our website.
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Honey Pickles


